
Date 19-Oct-2003

Hare T-Total + many....

Venue Chobham Common

On On  Four Horseshoes

Link to SH3OnSec Homepage                               

THERE’S A LONG LONG TRAIL A-
WINDING

12 miles. Glow Worm had 12.3
on his GPS, and this did not
include the mistake before the
first beer stop, when the front
runners went - on trail - off to
the right (north-west) for
about a mile before
messengers said “You are
going backwards on a short-
cut to the start”. So with this
and the muddle finding the
flour after the first beer stop I
covered 14 miles; this in 3
hours 35  minutes, of which
about 45 minutes at the three
beer stops. (About 5 miles for
each hour of running
therefore).

Hardly an impressive speed
for a half-marathon: but then
we had some real marathon
runners with us, and  they
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were walking long before the
third beer stop... Hashing is
not what they are used to: the
frequent changes of pace and
direction, the varying terrain -
which today included heavy
sand and treacherous
tussocks in marshland - the
need to concentrate on calls
and company... ours is a
vastly superior sport, but also
more exhausting.

Which means that today’s
trail was a good deal too long.
It was laid by an assortment
of hares from each of the
hashes participating - Berks,
North Hants, Deepcut,
Guildford, Surrey; let me at
once admit that we from
Surrey did not cover
ourselves in glory. The last

Recommendation: do this
sort of thing sparingly. Do it
infrequently. Say, every 10
years.....

We began almost
punctually, with a mob of
chattering humanity drowning
the garbled instructions from
the Linguist famed for his
Cunning (rather than his
coherence); a few people did
understand the schematic
layout of the runs, but
hashers are not really into pre-
run schematics.

In any case the distances
were all  misleading. The
overall length of the main run,
initially billed as 15 Km, had
become 16 Km; in fact it
proved to be about 19 Km, or

trail was laid by T-Total, but it
was only a coda to the mighty
movements of the preceding
symphony, and  only 3 from
Surrey actually completed it:
Glow Worm, Roomy, and I. It
is true that others did reach
the third beer stop who had to
rush home, such as Stilton,
Atalanta, Pied Piper; and
Uncle Gerry was also there
bitterly denouncing the
farcical idea of a beer stop 500
yards as the crow flies from
the In. Icepyck,who got lost,
arrived in a car(?!) with Hans..
I wonder where Puffer got to,
with that blessed pooch of
his; ditto our RA with
Invisible Man. The picnic did
include Bonn Bugle, T-Shirt, G
& T, Ratty.... but I am not sure

that they did much of the trail.
Red Eye started, but then I lost
him; we did indeed have
Dangerous, Silent Knight, and
other rare visitors who ran
well, plus Mrs G and Cool Box.
Ear Trumpet was used to
symbolise Surrey for the
voting; he won a bottle of
Belgian beer. The food was
excellent; thanks, Cunnilingus.

The checks at the start were
thoroughly confusing; each
hash has its own codes, which
include bar checks, one-blob
checks, 2-blobs-and-return
checks, and we were all over
the place with about 100
runners. (This came down to
50. 40, 30.... and even then
those who reached the last
beer stop were in two main

groups separated by 15
minutes, all with very tired
faces.) In general Berks and
North Hants outpaced us,
surpassed us in the checks,
and contributed more to the
Circles, especially at the end.
Are we becoming too staid?
too elderly? Are we
somewhere between the
Justice, in fair round belly with
good capon lin’d, and the lean
and slipper’d pantaloon? We
need perhaps more lovers or
more soldiers?

What we do seem to have in
our favour is back checks, of
which there were few or none
today; that and perhaps a
better sense of how long a
hash should last....

ON ON       FRB



Directions:

A25 west from Dorking and after 850 metres turn left into the
car park for Milton Heath and the Nower ( also signed as Bury
Hill Fishery) .

Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec
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Run 1489

Date 26-Oct-2003

Hare Glass Cruncher

Venue Milton Heath

On On The Crown Westcott

SSA

OS (187) 155 488

1490 2-Nov Ancient Mariner

1491 9-Nov Dormouse/Velcro

1492 16-Nov Shagger

1493 23-Nov Tosser

1494 30-Nov Eric the .....

1495a 06-Dec Icepyck/Hans d S Sint Nicolaas Run

1495 07-Dec Icepyck/Dr Death Hangover Run

1496 14-Dec Hare Wanted

1497 21-Dec GG/ Golden Balls

1498 28-Dec Tequil’Over/Chun

1499 04-Jan Mother Brown

Included:
· Pre-party run
· Pre-dinner drinks
· 3 course dinner
· ½ bottle of wine
· Christmas novelties
· Disco and dancing

Rooms: Double (sharing) £30.95

    Single TBA

Tickets:  Arfer Pint, G&T, Bonn Bugle, T. Shirt

SH3 Christmas Party                                       

Saturday 6th December
2003

Ramada Hotel, East Horsley

Drinks:  7pm

Dinner:  7.30pm

Price: £33 for Surrey Hash members

            £36 for guests

All Runs Start at 11:00 AM SHARP


